Technology evolves rapidly, and organizations must have updated and appropriate solutions in place to ensure effective operations. When software platforms become outdated, efficiency and productivity can suffer, and security vulnerabilities can emerge. With several iMIS versions currently in use, you must confirm that your platform is performing as intended and is receiving the proper level of support.

A comprehensive strategy

Identifying and addressing legacy system risks and planning appropriate upgrade solutions is a common concern, one we have been addressing for some time for iMIS customers and implementations.

A variety of newer iMIS versions have become available, with the potential to directly affect your infrastructure. However, from cloud-based authentication and authorization controls to protecting and managing your on-premises components, RSM has a quick-hit assessment program to support your needs and assist you in defining a strategy to execute.

Our iMIS infrastructure assessment is designed as both a road map and preventive construction plan for any migration or upgrade decision. The assessment also analyzes resiliency, performance and recovery issues as your iMIS components age out and become unsupported. The assessment plays an important role in keeping your environment performing as well as possible while navigating your iMIS operating plans to limit business disruptions.
THE STARTING POINT
When you know where you’re coming from, you know where you need to be.

Tailored to your organization
We know every iMIS implementation is unique, with varying customizations and usage scenarios, and often, your solution is a conglomerate of updates, customizations, integrations and add-on modules. To that end, our assessment services are flexible, and tailored to your exact business needs, including on–premises and cloud–based deployments. We’ll work with you to design a review plan that works best for your organization.

What you can expect
Our iMIS infrastructure assessment covers your entire iMIS platform and integrated technology stack for a complete and detailed evaluation. We work closely with your staff to transition their knowledge and experiences directly into the assessment.

The final report provides a comprehensive write–up of our findings and includes proposed recommendations. The elements of the assessment include:

- iMIS road map and migration plan
- Infrastructure planning
- Security risks and mitigation options
- Performance metrics and analysis
- Maintenance plan changes
- License review
- Customizations analysis
- Integrations and data imports
- Establishing a critical issues registrar
- Training requirements
- Modern workplace opportunities
- Action plan recommendations

Assessments that equip you for success
The outcome of our review is a comprehensive plan that will allow you to focus on your business. Yet, we know that while this knowledge is critical, it’s often not enough to pinpoint exact next steps. To that end, we will also include best–practice recommendations for system upgrades and patches, customizations, and integrations, along with a detailed description and cost proposal for any follow–up work as needed, such as a migration or a security improvement.

Experience the RSM difference
Your iMIS software is an investment, and we understand your need to protect it in the hands of industry professionals. Our dedicated team has more than 20 years of experience installing, implementing, maintaining and customizing iMIS. Our core knowledge spans all platforms and versions, so no matter your operation, you can rest assured that we are not only familiar, but also deeply skilled in its deployment, and are perfectly positioned to analyze and address your software environment.